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FAST-PACED PROPERTY MARKET GATHERS SPEED

SELLING IN THE CURRENT CLIMATE

IF I AM CONSIDERING SELLING,
WHY GO TO MARKET NOW?

WHY ARE WE ARE SEEING
STRONG RESULTS NOW?

ABOUT RAY WHITE
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FA S T- PA C E D P R O P E R T Y
M A R K E T G AT H E R S S P E E D
SUMMARY
•
•

Prices and volume best ever
Auction market metrics off the charts

Everyone is talking about the

recorded $6.1 billion in total sales, up

right now. There are reports of fast

property market. The funny thing is

90 per cent on the prior March.

sales in every community. It’s true

the very same analysts who said the

In New Zealand, we transacted $2.2

that the total number of listings on

market was set for a monumental

billion of property, up 95 per cent on

the market across Australia and New

correction a year ago are now saying

12 months ago.

Zealand is down 11 per cent on last

the market is overheating and that

year and 30 per cent on two years

price gains are only being driven by

While everyone keeps saying stock

ago. But total listing numbers include

low interest rates and by a lack of

is in short supply the fact is our

old stock. Ray White’s real-time data

supply. But the reality is we have just

incredible members, across Australia

tracks all the various types of listings

helped more than 19,000 families

and New Zealand listed 9,394

and new properties which came to

and businesses across Australia and

individual pieces of stock in March

market in the past month are the only

New Zealand to buy their dream

2021 across Australasia, compared

metric to watch. There are some early

property. That is in fact 25 per cent

to 8,616 in March 2020, and 8,481

signs that April and May are shaping

more transactions than two years

in March 2019. These are new listing

up to be monster months with big

ago. Our members have just recorded

authorities signed up by a Ray White

volumes predicted after the Easter

the strongest month ever in our

agent. What is actually happening is

school holidays.

history which dates back to 1902.

the speed of the sale is increasing

The combined Australia and New

as new stock is being absorbed very

These record sales results are driven

Zealand networks have sold $8.74

quickly by the market. Buyers are

by unprecedented levels of buyer

billion in sales, up a staggering 92

more educated and moving with

interest. During the month of March

per cent year on year. This is our best

lightning speed if they see something

we scheduled more auctions than

monthly result in every Australian

they like. They have their finances in

we ever have, and that is saying

market. In Australia alone, we

place and they are very determined

something considering we account

“Buyers are more educated and
moving with lightning speed if they
see something they like. ”
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for 21 per cent of the total auction

which 42 per cent of all our sales we

Australia’s credit cycle has turned

markets. Auction clearance rates

made via the auction method, our

upwards, which reflects growing

consistently held above 80 per cent

data shows that our clients achieved

confidence and recovery in the

in March, and agents reported strong

prices of almost 12 per cent more on

economy. New lending for housing

private treaty sales with limited

average under the hammer than by

is around 44 per cent above the

discounting. We booked 3,459

accepting the highest offer prior.

pre-COVID level of a year ago.

auctions and cleared 82 per cent

This is an indisputable fact and

Loan Market Group’s March results

under the hammer for our clients.

something to consider during any

include a staggering $3.1 billion in

We had just over five registered

auction campaign. You have more to

credit application lodgements. The

bidders at every Ray White auction

gain by going all the way to sell in an

insights from Loan Market have never

and we had active bidding on 91 per

open transparent way at auction.

been more crucial in cementing

cent of all auctions. Our members

our confidence in the underlying

met more buyers at open homes that

The upswing in buyer demand has

strength and direction of our real

they ever have before, with more

not been met with the same level

estate markets.

than 155,000 check-ins at our opens

of increase in inventory which has

during March.

resulted in an almost palpable sense

The April edition of Ray White Now

of urgency among buyers which puts

is written using the real-time insights

However, the most important

upward pressure on housing prices.

of our 734 Australian offices. Our

message that we can communicate

We see nothing on the horizon to

Now publications have been viewed

to our clients this month is the value

suggest the current momentum will

more than 600,000 times since last

that is being created by our members

slow in 2021 and likely well into

May and our real-time data insights

by taking properties all the way

next year.

are even more valuable in 2021.

through to auction day rather than
selling before auction. In a month in

Australia - March 2021 at a glance

Sales

New listings

Online viewers

6,470

6,867

54,000

+74%

+22%

+56%

Source: Ray White data. 1 - 31 March, 2021
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SELLING IN THE
C U R R E N T C L I M AT E
As the Australian real estate market

How can we continue to market and

thousands of Australian property

continues to go from strength to

sell property in an efficient manner

owners to take advantage of some

strength, many property owners

as our communities adapt to living

of the strongest selling conditions

have questions about what has and

with ever changing restrictions

seen in the country.

hasn’t changed in the way in which

and lockdowns?

properties are being marketed in

In fact Australian property values

the current environment. Is now a

The year 2021 has shown us that

grew at their fastest rate since 1988

good time to market my property

our Ray White network has adapted

over March. National home values

for sale?

to conditions and are safely and

surged 2.8 per cent in March to a

effectively paving the way for

median of $614,768 – the largest
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SUMMARY
•
•
•

Some of the strongest selling conditions ever seen
Australian property values grew at their fastest rate since 1988
Every capital city recorded positive price growth in March

month-on-month increase since

properties across Australia, we are

We have successfully adapted our

1988 according to CoreLogic’s

uniquely placed to provide our

processes in order to safely fulfil

national home value index.

clients with relevant and timely

the needs of our customers in the

information and data to assess

current environment.

Every capital city recorded positive

current market activity.

growth for the month with

The process of selling has changed

Sydney leading the way with a

As a family owned and led business

a little, yet our activity over the

3.7 per cent increase.

with 119 years of experience, we

past few months as shown that

know that we can deliver you the

these processes are working

As Australasia’s largest real estate

highest quality solutions in

very effectively.

group, selling one in every nine

today’s market.

CoreLogic Monthly Change in Dwelling Values (March 2021)
Sydney

3.7%

Canberra

2.8%

Brisbane

2.4%

Hobart

3.3%

Melbourne

2.4%

Adelaide

1.5%

Darwin

2.3%

Perth

1.8%
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IF I AM CONSIDERING
S E L L I N G , W H Y G O TO
MARKET NOW?
SUMMARY
•
•

Home values climbed 2.8 per cent in March
Demand far outstripping supply

Australia’s housing market is now

macroprudential controls? There are

on a house they might otherwise

well entrenched in one of the

some headwinds ahead in the form

have used on overseas holidays.

strongest growth phases on record.

of a reduction in fiscal support from

Australia’s top bankers and chief

CoreLogic says the disconnect

the federal government, home loan

regulator are adamant rapidly

between buyer demand and low

deferral arrangements expiring and

rising house prices are not seeding

stock has fuelled the surge in

migration remaining stalled.

financial risks that warrant lending
curbs, but have signalled borrowers’

values, probably more than low
interest rates. March saw the end of

Buyer demand is still outpacing

incomes will be a key indicator for

JobKeeper, the rental moratorium

new stock additions. Demand is

taking future action. Surging house

and the expiration of the mortgage

expected to remain strongest from

prices in New Zealand have forced

deferral program. We are waiting

first-time buyers and upgraders,

its government to introduce tough

to see if regulators step in with

many of whom are spending money

curbs through taxation and lending
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limits. But in Australia, which record

household debt were contributing

What we do know is that market

the fastest house price growth in

to house price growth. Instead, he

fundamentals right now are helping

32 years in March alone, regulators

blamed an imbalance in supply and

our clients who are looking to sell.

are waiting to see the effect on

demand. “I don’t think big bank debt

Our data tells us that our sellers

incomes from the wind-up of record

is a driver of house prices,” Mr King

who choose to sell via the auction

government wage subsidies, cash

said. “If I look at what’s happening

method are rewarded with almost

boosts and $10 billion in bank

in housing debt, there is growth, but

12 per cent higher price under the

interest payment deferrals.

it’s not like it’s investor or interest-

hammer than if they’d accepted a

only led, which [it was] the last time

prior offer. We cleared 82 per cent

Australian Prudential Regulation

we saw big house prices. I think it’s

of all auction stock last month,

Authority chairman Wayne Byres

a fundamental supply-and-demand

with record numbers of registered

said that while certain risks were

issue,” he said. Westpac recently

bidders. There’s a deep buyer pool

rising there was no need for

upgraded its residential property

for sellers to take advantage of right

intervention just yet. “We are alert

growth forecasts to indicate that

now. Our question remains, “What

to signs that very low interest rates

nationwide home prices could rise

are you waiting for?”

and rising housing prices create

20 per cent over the next two years.

a dynamic in which households
seek to take on even higher debt

As always we remind you the future

levels, and that banks searching for

remains uncertain for many reasons:

credit growth seek to accommodate
that demand through greater risk

• The international border

taking,” Mr Byres told The Australian

remains shut to everywhere now

Financial Review Banking Summit.

except New Zealand

Westpac chief executive Peter

• The number of properties for

King said he did not think record

sale will increase over 2021 which

low interest rates and growing

creates more choice for buyers.

“Demand is expected to remain
strongest from first-time buyers and
upgraders, many of whom are spending
money on a house they might otherwise
have used on overseas holidays. ”
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WHY ARE WE ARE SEEING
S T R O N G R E S U LT S N O W ?
Real estate markets are driven by a

buyers active in the marketplace)

these conditions are favourable for

number of factors however the two

play a significant role in establishing

sellers. Conversely, when supply

basic fundamentals of supply

market conditions that favour sellers

is high and demand is low, these

(the number of total properties for

or buyers. In general terms, when

conditions are favourable for buyers.

sale) and demand (the number of

supply is low and demand is high,

So what are we seeing now?

22.2%
New listing authorities (Australia)

-9.66%
Total available listings (Australia)

The number of new ‘Listing Authorities’
over the month of March has increased by
22.2 per cent compared to March 2020.
This shows there is a steady volume of
new stock coming onto the market now.

The volume of sales has recently
outpaced new listings creating less ‘Total
available listings’ for buyers to choose
from. Stock levels at the moment are
favouring our sellers.
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Supply
Throughout March we saw 6,867

74 per cent increase in sales over

same period last year. With a total of

‘New Listings’ come onto the market

the month of March. Although the

15,150 available listings for buyers

which is a 22 per cent increase

increased number of sales haven’t

to choose from, these stock levels

compared to the same period

exceeded the number of ‘New

continue to favour our sellers.

last year.

Listings’ this large volume of sales
have been substantial enough to
keep the total available listings

Listings’ has been met with a

supply 9.7 per cent lower than the

Chart 1:
Listing authorities
This chart shows that the
number of New Listings has
increased by 22 per cent
compared to this time last year.

# Listing Authorities / 28 days

The significant increase in ‘New
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Source: Ray White Listings Data

Chart 2:

This chart shows that the total
number of available listings
for sale are down 9.7 per cent
compared to this time last
year and down 23 per cent

# Listings OTM
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Demand
Our record result for March was

our Ray White websites. This is 49

registered bidders per auction and of

clearly driven by our record volume

per cent higher than this time last

these bidders an average of 3.5 were

of buyer demand. Across all of our

year. This has resulted in over 60,470

actively bidding. (refer to Chart 4).

metrics, demand was up.

enquiries being sent, a volume which

The initial buyer metric we take

is 56 per cent higher than the same

Sellers who proceeded to auction

period last year.

were rewarded with 12.25 per cent
more under the hammer than the

into consideration is the number of

highest offer prior.

buyers viewing properties online.

The demand hasn’t stopped at online

Over the month of March we have

activity. Across our auctions in March

seen over 4.85 million viewers across

we recorded an average of 6.1

Online enquiries
This chart compares the
number of online enquiries
made through Ray White
websites from 2018, 2019 and
2020. It shows online enquiries

80k
# Online Enquiries / 28 days

Chart 3:
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Bidding by month
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Source: Ray White EARS Auction Reporting System
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Chart 4:
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The final consideration that we look

Loan Market are seeing record

•

at when measuring the volume of

numbers of pre-approvals across the

demand in the market and arguably

country with 87 per cent more than

the most significant is the number

this time last year (refer to Chart 5).

of people obtaining pre-approvals
for finance. Pre-approvals are a

As we continue to see strong numbers

key leading indicator to buyer

across these buyer metrics, we often

confidence knowing they have

ask ourselves why. So what factors are

the financial capacity to buy the

contributing to buyer confidence?

•

Interest rates are at record
lows. Importantly, the general
consensus among economists is
that they will remain at these low
levels for the foreseeable future.
Banks and lenders remain
very supportive of lending for
residential property.

Chart 5:
Loan pre-approvals
This chart compares
the number of loan preapprovals submitted via
Loan Market brokers over
the past three years.

# Loan Pre-approvals / 28 days

property. Our partners at
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“This has resulted in over 60,470
enquiries being sent, a volume
which is 56 per cent higher than
the same period last year.”
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A B O U T R AY W H I T E
Ray White is a fourth generation
family owned and led business.
It was established in 1902 in the
small Queensland country town of
Crows Nest, and has grown into
Australasia’s most successful real
estate business, with more than
1,000 franchised offices across
Australia, New Zealand, Indonesia

and Hong Kong. Last fiscal year,
Ray White sold $44.22 billion, up
8.6 per cent year on year, worth
of property.
Ray White today spans residential,
commercial and rural property as
well as marine and other specialist
businesses. Now more than ever,

the depth of experience and the
breadth of Australasia’s largest real
estate group brings unrivalled value
to our customers. A group that has
thrived through many periods of
volatility, and one that will provide
the strongest level of support to
enable its customers make the best
real estate decisions.

Ray White’s first auction house, ‘The Shed’ Crows Nest, Queensland.

raywhite.com

loanmarket.com.au
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